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Abstract: In this paper we have found an analytical formula for a copula that connects 
the numbers Ni of customers in the nodes of a Gordon and Newell queueing network. We 
have considered two cases: the first one is the case of the network with 2 nodes, and the 
second one is the case of the network with at least 3 nodes. The analytical formula for the 
second case has been found for the most general case (none of the constants from a list is 
equal to a given value), and the other particular cases have been obtained by limit. 
Keywords: Gordon and newell queueing networks, copula. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A Jackson queueing network (see [7,4]) is an open queueing network with  
nodes where the arrivals from outside network at the node i  is 
k
exp( )iλ , the service at the 
node  is ei xp( )iμ , and after it finishes its service at the node i , a customer goes to the 
node j with the probability i jP or leaves the network with the probability 0iP . W know 
(see [7,4]) that the arrivals from inside or outside network at the node i  are indepe dent 
with the distribution exp( )iΛ , where
, e 
n
 iΛ  i tis the solu on of the system 
1
, 1,
k
ji j i i
j
P λ
=
⋅Λ + = Λ =∑ i k  (1) 
A Gordon and Newell queueing network (see [5]) is a closed queueing network 
with  nodes and  customers. The service time in the node  has the distribution k N i
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exp( )iμ , and after the service in this node the customer goes to the node j  with the 
probability . We have noticed that the matrix i jP P  as above is the transition matrix of 
an ergodic Markov chain (see [6]). If we denote by 1,( )i i kp =  the ergodic probability we 
know that 
( )1 1 , 1
1
,..., ( ,..., ) ,j
k
n
k k N k k j
j
P N n N n x x xα
=
= = = ⋅∏  (2) 
where jx  is proportional to 
j
j
p
μ , and , 1( ,..., )N k kx xα  is computed such that 
1
1 1( ,..., ) 1.
k
j
j
k k
n N
P N n N n
=
=
= =∑
∑
=
]
 (2’) 
Obviously, because  the above random variables  are not 
independent. They depend through a copula, this term having the following definition 
(see [10,9]). 
1
k
i
i
N N
=
∑ = iN
Definition 1. A copula is a function  such that: [ ] [: 0,1 0,1nC →
a) If there exists i  such that 0ix =  then 1( ,..., ) 0nC x x = , 
b) If  for any 1jx = j i≠  then iC x1( ,..., )nx x=  and 
c) C  is increasing in each argument. 
We have the following theorem (see [10,9]). 
Theorem 1. (Sklar). Let 1 2, ,..., nX X X  be random variables with the cumulative 
distribution functions 1 2, ,..., nF F F  and the common cumulative distribution function H. 
In this case there exists a copula  such that C 1 1 1( ,..., ) ( ( ),..., ( ))n n nH x x C F x F x= . The 
copula  is well defined on the carthesian product of the marginals C 1 2, ,..., nF F F . 
Definition 2. ([10,11,12]). If n=2 the copula C  is Archimedean if  for any 
 and  for any 
( , )C u u u<
(0,1)u∈ ( ( , ), ) ( , ( , ))C C u v w C u C v w= [ ], , 0,1u v w∈ . If  the copula  
is Archimedean if there exists a 
2n > C
1n −  Archimedean copula  and a 2 Archimedean 
copula  such that C u
1C
2C 1 2 1 1 .,n n 1( ,..., ) ( ( ,.. ), )nu C C u u u−=  . 
In [11,12], methods to simulate Archimedean copulas have been presented, and 
in [3], algorithms to simulate queueing systems with a channel with arrivals and services 
depending copulas have been shown. 
For any copula C we have (see [1]) n −
1 1 1( ,..., ) ( ,..., ) min( ,..., ),n n nW x x C x x x x wher≤ ≤ e  (3) 
1
1
( ,..., ) 1
n
n i
i
W x x x n
=
= − +∑  (3’) 
is the lower Fréchet bound, and min is the upper Fréchet bound. 
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2. THE COPULA THAT CONNECTS  iN
We now find a copula  such that  C
1 1 1 1( ,..., ) ( ( ),..., ( ))j j j jP N n N n C F n F n≤ ≤ = , 
where  and for 2 j k≤ ≤ 1,i j= i F  is the cdf of the discrete random variable 
. We have  iN
1 1
1
1
1 1
1 2 ...
1
1 1
1 ( ( ),..., ( )) ( ) ( 1) ( ,..., )
( 1) ( ,..., )
t t
t
j j
t
j i i i i i i
i t i i
j
j j
C F n F v j F n P N n N n
P N n N n
−
= = < <
+
− = −∑ −∑ − ⋅ ∑ >
+ − ⋅ > >
>
, 
and from here we obtain 
1 1
1
1
1 1
1 2 ...
1 1
( ( ),..., ( )) ( ) 1 ( 1) ( ,
..., ) ( 1) ( ,..., )
t
t t
j j
t
j j i i i
i t i i
j
i i j j
C F n F n F n j P N n
N n P N n N n
−
= = < <
= ∑ − + + ∑ − ⋅ ∑ >
> + − ⋅ > >
i . (4) 
In the same manner we compute 1 11 ( ,..., )j jP N n N n− > >  and we obtain the 
recurrence formula 
1 1
1
1
1 1
1 2 ...
1
1 1
( ( ),..., ( )) ( 1) ( ) ( 1) ( ( ),
..., ( )) ( 1) ( 1) ( ,..., ).
t
t t
j j
j t j
j j i i i i
i t i i
j j
i i j j
C F n F n F n C F n
F n P N n N n
− +
= = < <
+
= − ⋅∑ + ∑ − ⋅ ∑
+ − + − ⋅ > >
. (4’) 
Proposition 1. If  the copula that connects the two nodes is the lower Fréchet 
bound C  . 
2k =
W=
Proof: Consider 1F  and 2F  the marginals of  and . 1N 2N
First we notice that if 1 2 1n n N+ < −  we have 1 1 2 2( ) ( ) 1F n F n+ < , if 
 we have 1 2 1n n N+ = − 1 1 2 2( ) ( ) 1F n F n+ = , and if 1 2 1n n N+ > −  we have 
. 1 1 2 2( ) ( ) 1F n F n+ >
These relations come from the fact that if 121 −≤+ Nnn  we have  
1 1 2 2 1 1 21 ( ) ( ) ( )F n F n P n N N n− − = < < −  and if 121 −>+ Nnn  we have  
1 1 2 2 1 1 2( ) ( ) 1 ( )F n F n P n N N n+ = − ≤ ≤ − . 
If 1 2n n N+ <  we have obviously 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2( ( ), ( )) ( , ) 0C F n F n P N n N n= ≤ ≤ =  
because  with the probability 1. 1 2N N N+ =
If 1 2n n N+ ≥  we apply the formula (4), and, from the same reason we have 
. We obtain 1 1 2 2( , )P N n N n> > = 0 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2( ( ), ( )) ( ) ( ) 1C F n F n F n F n= + −  in this case. It 
results that C W= , and the proposition is proved.  
Consider now . We compute first 2k > ( )i iF n  and 1( ) ( ) 1i i i iF u h u− = − . We 
build the Gordon and Newell queueing network with two nodes and the same marginal 
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iF  for this. First we leave the state corresponding to the node i with the transition 
probabilities  and 1 , and we group the other states (see [6]). If iiP iiP− 1,( )j j kp =  is the 
ergodic probability of the  Markov chain, we obtain the ergodic Markov chain 
with the ergodic probability ( ,
k states−
1 )ip pi− . Next, if we denote by 
1
k
j
j
μ μ
=
= ∑ , we set the 
services in these two nodes to exp( )iμ  and exp( )iμ μ− . We obtain  
,2( ) ( , ) i
n n
i i N i i i iP N n x x x xα= = ⋅ ⋅? i? , where iipix μ=  and 1 iipix μ μ−−=? . Obviously, i ix x= ?  is 
equivalent to 1ix μ= . We denote by iixi xy = ? . It results that 
1 1
1
1 1
1
1
1
, 1
( ) ,  and
, 1
n ni i
i i
N ii
i
y y
iy
i i
n
iN
if y
F n
if y
β
+ +
+
− −
−
+
+
⎧ = ≠⎪= ⎨⎪ =⎩
 (5) 
( )ln 1
ln , 1( )
( 1) ,
i i
i
u
iy
i i
i i
if y
h u
N u if y
β ⋅ +⎧
1
≠⎪= ⎨ + =⎪⎩
 (5’) 
We want to find an analytical form for the copula 1( ,..., )jC u u  with . 
First we can see that 
2 j k≤ ≤
, 11
1, 1
( ,..., )
( )
( ,..., )
i
i
N k kn
i i i
N n k k
x x
F n x
x x
α
α
+
− −
= ⋅ . (5”) 
It results that 
1 1
1
( ,..., ) ( 1)
j
j j l i
i
P N n N n P N n
=
⎛ ⎞> > = ≥ +⎜⎝ ⎠∑ ⎟ , (6) 
where l  is a node of the network (not necessarily between the j  nodes). 
Using the formulae (4) and (6) we obtain 
1
1 1 1
1
1
1 1( ) 1
( ,..., ) ( ( ),..., ( )) 1 ( 1)
( ) ( )i ir r
r r lt
i ir rr
j
t
j j j
t
t t x n
l i i xr rh u N
C u u C F n F n
P N h u
=
=
+
= =∑ < +
= =
⎛ ⎞∑ ≥ ∑ ⋅∏⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
+ ∑ − ⋅
.  (7) 
Suppose that we have no 1,i = j  such that 1ix μ= . We take the value of l 
between 1 and j, or, in the contrary case ( ), the property jl > 1lx μ≠  is fulfilled too. 
Denote by ,i lγ  and ,i lδ  the real numbers such that ,i l ilxi xyγ =  and ,i l i llx yi xyδ ⋅= . Obviously, 
, 0i iγ =  and , 1i iδ = . From the formula (5) we obtain 
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,
,
1
1
( ) ( 1)
( ) ( 1)
i li i
l
i li l i
l
x n
i ix
x y n
i ix
u
u
γ
δ
β
β
+
⋅ +
⎧ = ⋅ +⎪⎨ = ⋅ +⎪⎩
.  (8) 
We have the following proposition. 
Proposition 2. If there exists no 1,i = j  such that 1ix μ=  we have 
1( ,..., )jC u u =
1
, ,
1
1
1 1 1( ) 1
1 ( 1) ( 1) ( 1)
N
i l i ll r r
r r r rl lt
i ir rr
j t t
yt
i i i i
t r rh u N
u uγ δβ ββ β
+
=
= = =∑ < +
⎡ ⎤+ ∑ − ⋅ ∑ ⋅∏ ⋅ + − ⋅∏ ⋅ +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ . 
Proof: For the formula from the enunciation we use the formulae (7) and (8). It remains 
to prove that C is a copula. 
The random variables  can be considered as continuous random variables on 
 with the cumulative density function having the same values in the integer 
arguments. We denote by  and we prove that 
iN
[0, 1)N +
( )i i im h u= 1( ,..., )jC m m  is increasing in 
each . This property can be proved first if we consider 1m [ )0, 1im N∈ ∩ +Q  as follows. 
We consider for each  one rational value, except one  for that we want to prove the 
monotony. For this  we consider two distinct rational values. We reduce all the 
involved fractions to the same denominator  and we build a Gordon and Newell 
queueing network with  customers, k  nodes and the same 
1m i
i
p
N p⋅ ix . It results that for this 
network we have . 1 1 1( ,..., ) ( 1,..., 1)j jC m m P N jp N m p= ≤ ⋅ − ≤ ⋅ −m
Therefore we have proved the monotony on [0, 1)N∩ +Q , and the monotony 
on  results by limit. [0, 1)N∩ +R
If we have an 1,i = j  with 0iu =  we have (0) 0ih = , and each term from the 
enunciation that contains this  appears two times with opposites signs: once with iu
( i iu 1)β ⋅ +  and twice without this factor. 
This is true including the term 
1
, ,1( 1) ( 1)
N
i l i ll
l l
y
i i i iu u
γ δ
β ββ β
+⎡ ⎤ 1− ⋅ ⋅ + − ⋅ ⋅ + = −⎣ ⎦ , 
which can be reduced with  from the beginning of the formula. l
It results that 1( ,..., ) 0jC u u = . 
If 1ru =  for all 1,r = j  with r i≠  we obtain  
1
, ,1
1( ,..., ) 1 ( 1) ( 1)
N
i l i ll
l l
y
j i i i iC u u u u
γ δ
β ββ β
+⎡ ⎤= − ⋅ ⋅ + − ⋅ ⋅ +⎣ ⎦ . 
We take now l  and we obtain i=
1 11
1 1
1
1 1 1
( ,..., ) 1
n nN i i
i i i
N N
i i
y y y
j iy y
C u u u
+ ++
+ +
− −
− −= − = = . 
It results that C is indeed a copula, and the proposition is proved. 
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Remark 1. The copula from the above proposition is indeed a continuous function 
because we can prove in the same way as for the monotony that if 
1
( ) 1
r r
t
i i
r
h u N
=
∑ = +  the 
involving term becomes zero. From this we obtain the left continuity, and the right 
continuity is obvious because the involving term does not appear. 
Suppose now that we can have 1,i = j  such that 1ix μ= , but there exists 1,l k=  
such that 1lx μ≠ . In this case we replace in the above proposition for each  with i 1iu μ=  
the expression ,( 1 i li iu )
γβ ⋅ +  by ( 1)( )i i
l
x N u
x
+ , and the expression ,( 1 i li iu )
δβ ⋅ +  by 
( 1)( )i l i
l
x y N u
x
⋅ + . By limit we can prove in this case that  is also a copula. C
Finally, we consider the case with 1ix μ=  for any 1,i = k . Because in fact ix  is 
only proportional to i
i
p
μ , we can consider 1ix = . We use now the formulae (5’) and (7) we 
obtain 
1
1
1 1
1
( ,..., ) 1 ( 1) 1
r
t
ir
r
j t
t
j i
t r
u
C u u u
=
= =
<
⎛ ⎞= + − ⋅ −⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠∑ ∑ ∑∑
  (9) 
By limit we can also prove in this case that C is a copula. 
 
3. SOME PROPERTIES FOR THE COPULA THAT CONNECTS  iN
We will compute now for the copula from the previous section the value ρ  of 
Spearman (see [8]): 
1 1
0 0
12 ( , ) 3C u v dudvρ = ⋅ −∫∫ .  (10) 
In the case  we have C2k = W= , hence 
1ρ = − . (11) 
In the case  we use the proposition  and the recurrence relation (4’) . We 
obtain 
2k > 2
2,1 2,1
1
1
1 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2
1 1
1( , ) 1 ( 1) ( 1)( 1)
NyC u u u u u u uγ δβ β ββ β
+
= + − + + − + +   (12) 
if , and, in the contrary case 1 1 2 2( ) ( ) 1h u h u N+ ≤ +
1 2 1 2( , ) 1C u u u u= + − .  (12’) 
Suppose first that  and 1 1y ≠ 2 1y ≠ . 
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Because , it results that 
1 1
1 2 1 2
0 0
( 1)u u du du∫ ∫ + − = 0 11
1
1 1
1 2 1 2
0 0
( , )
NyI C u u du du β
+= ∫ ∫ = ⋅   
2,1 2,1
1
1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
1
2 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2
( ) ( ) 1 ( ) ( ) 1
( 1) ( 1)( 1)
h u h u N h u h u N
u du du u u du duγ δββ β β+ ≤ + + ≤ +∫ + − ⋅ ∫ + + . 
We use now the substitutions 1
ti
i
i
y
iu β
−= , ln i i
i
y t
i i idu y dtβ= , 2,1 2 212 2( 1) ( )x txu γβ + =  and 
2,1 2 1 2
12 2
( 1) ( x y txu
δβ ⋅+ = ) . We obtain 
2 21
1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 22 1 2 1
2 21 11 2 1 2
1 11 1
ln ln ln ln 2
1 1 2 1 1 2
0 0 0 0
( ) ( )
N
N t N tN N
y y y x y y y x y yt t t t
x xI y dt dt y dt dtβ β β β
+ + − + −+ +⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= ⋅ ∫ ∫ − ⋅ ∫ ∫⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
=
 
1
1 2 2 2 2 2 1 22 2 2 2
2 21 11 2 1 2
2 2
1 2 2 2 2
2 1 11 2
1 1
ln ln1 2
1 2 120 0
1
ln
22 0
( ) ( 1) ( ) ( 1)
( )
N
N
N N
y y x y y x y yt N t t N t
x x
N
y y x y t
x y
y dt y dt
dt
β β β β
β β
+
+
+ +
+ − + −
+
⋅ ∫ − − ⋅ ∫ − =
⋅ ∫ −
2 2
2
 
 
1
1 2 2 2 2 2 1 22 2
2 21 11 2 1 2
1 1
ln ln
2 220 0
( ) ( )
N N Ny y x y y x y yt t
x xdt dtβ β β β
+ + +⋅ ∫ + ⋅ ∫ . 
If we have also 1 1 2 2x y x y≠ , 1 2 2x x y≠  and 1 2 1 2x x y y≠  we obtain 
2 2 1
1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2
2 21 1 11 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 1
ln ln1 1
2 (ln ln ln ln ) (ln ln ln )
(( ) 1) (( ) 1)
N Ny y x y y y x yN N
x y xx y x y x y x
I β β β β
+ ++ +
+ − − + −= ⋅ − − ⋅ − +  
( )
2 2 1 2
2
11 2 2 1 2 1
ln 1
2 ln ln ln ln
(( ) 1)y x y y Nxx y y xβ β
+
+ + − ⋅ − , and from here 
2 2
1 2 2 2
2 1 11 2 2 2 1 1
1
1 2 2 2
2 11 2 2 2 1
2 2 1 2
2 11 2 2 1 2 1
6 ln 1
(ln ln ln ln )
12 ln 1
(ln ln ln )
6 ln 1
(ln ln ln ln )
(( ) 1)
(( ) 1)
(( ) 1) 3
N
N
y y x y N
x yx y x y
y y x y N
xx y x
y x y y N
xx y y x
β β
β β
β β
ρ +
+
+
+ − −
+
+ −
+
+ + −
= ⋅
⋅ − +
⋅ −
− −
−
.  (13) 
In the same way we obtain 
2 2 1
1 2 1 2
1 1 2 22
1 2 11 2
6( 1) ln (9 3) ln 3
ln
N NN y y y y if x y x y
y
ρ β ββ β
+ ++ −= − − =   (14) 
1 1
1 2 1 2
1 2 22
1 2 1 1 2
6( 1) ln 12( 1) ln 3
ln
N Ny y N y y if x x y and
y
ρ β β β β
+ ++ += − − = ,   (15) 
1
1 2 2
1 2 12
1 2 1 1 2
3( 3) ln 6( 1) ln 3
ln
Ny y N y if x x y y
y
ρ β β β β
+ − += + − = 2 . (16) 
Suppose now that  and 1 1y ≠ 2 1y = . It results that 11x μ≠ , 12x μ=  and 
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2 2 1
1 2 1 2 2 12 2
2 2 21 1 1 11 1 1
1 1 1
1
2 22( 1) ( 1) 2( 1)0 0 0
( ) ( ) ( )
N NN N Ny x y x x yt t
x y x xN N N
I dt dtβ β β
+ ++ + +
+ + += ⋅ ∫ − ⋅ ∫ + ⋅ ∫ 2 2t dt . 
If we have also 1 1 2x y x≠  and 1 2 1x x y≠  we obtain  
2 2 1
1 2 1 2
2 21 1 11 2 1 1 1 2 1
1 1
2( 1) (ln ln ln ) ( 1) (ln ln )
(( ) 1) (( ) 1)
N Ny x y xN N
x y xN x x y N x x
I β β
+ ++ +
+ − − + −= ⋅ − − ⋅ − +
2 1
2 11 2 1 1
11
2( 1) (ln ln ln )
(( ) 1)x y NxN x y xβ
+
+ + −+ ⋅ − ,  
and from here 
2 2 1
1 2 1 2
2 21 1 11 2 1 1 1 2 1
2 1
2 11 2 1 1
6 121 1
( 1) (ln ln ln ) ( 1) (ln ln )
16
( 1) (ln ln ln )
(( ) 1) (( ) 1)
(( ) 1) 3.
N Ny x y xN N
x y xN x x y N x x
x y N
xN x y x
β β
β
ρ + ++ ++ − − + −
+
+ + −
= ⋅ − − ⋅
⋅ − −
− +
 (13’) 
In the same way we obtain 
2 2
1
1 1 22
11
6 6 3 ,
( 1) ln
Ny if x y x and
N y
ρ β
+
= − − =+  (14’) 
1
1
1 22
1 1 1
3( 3) 6 3
( 1) ln
Ny if x x y
N y
ρ β β
+ −= + −+ 1=   (16’) 
If 1 1y =  and  we switch the indexes l  and 2 in (13’), (14’) and (16’). 2 1y ≠
If we take  and 1p p= 2 21μ μ=  we obtain 1 2x x= , 1y y2=  and 1 2β β= . We 
can consider 1iy ≠ . It results that 
1 1 2 1 2 1 2
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 2 2
11
1 1 1
1 2 1 1 2 1 2
( ) ( ) 1 0 0
(1 ) (1 )
t t t t t t
N tN
y y y y y
h u h u N
I u u u u du du β β ββ
++ −+ − − − − +
+ ≤ +
= ∫ − − − = ∫ ∫ − − − ⋅ =
1 12 2 2 2
1 1 1 11 2 1 2 1 2
2 2 3 3
1 1 1 1
1 11 1
ln ln ln ln 2 2
1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1
0 0 0 0
( )
N t N tN N
y y y yt t t t t ty dt dt y dt dt y dt dtβ β β β
+ − + −+ +
+ + ++ ∫ ∫ − ⋅ ∫ ∫ =
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )311 2112211311131 121 1 14 3ln12121221
1
02
ln
11
1
1
1
0
lnln
−
−+++++
+
+=−∫−−∫⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +
N
N
y
yyyNtN
N
ytN
N
yy dtyydtyy βββ
1
1
2 14 −+ ++ NN y  
We consider now  and we use l' Hôpital, and we obtain 1 1y → 16I = , and from here 
1ρ = − . (17) 
We will compute now for the copula from the previous section the value τ  of 
Kendall (see [8]): 
2
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0
(( ) ( ) 0) (( ) ( ) 0)
4 ( , ) 1 1 4 .C C Cu v u v
P X X Y Y P X X Y Y
C u v dudv dudv
τ
∂ ∂ ∂
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= − − > − − − <
∫ ∫ − = − ∫ ∫ ⋅
=
 (18) 
As for Spearman's ρ , we consider first the case 1iy ≠ . 
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Using the substitutions 1
ti
i
i
y
iu β
−=  and (18) we obtain 
1 1
1 2
1 20 0
1 4
N N C C dt dt
t t
τ
+ + ∂ ∂= − ⋅∂ ∂∫ ∫ . (18’) 
But for  we have  1 1 2 2( ) ( ) 1h u h u N+ ≤ +
1
2,1 1 2 1 2
1 1
1
1 2 1 1 2 2( , ) ( 1) (1 ( ) )
ty x y t
xC t t u u u
δ
ββ −= − + = ⋅ − . 
Therefore 2 1 1 1 2 11
1 2 1 1
(ln ln ln ) ln
1 ( )
x y x y x ytC C
t t xyβ
+ −∂ ∂
∂ ∂⋅ = − 2t
+
 in this case. 
If  we have also  1 1 2 2( ) ( ) 1h u h u N+ >
1 12,1 1
2,11 2 2 1 1 2 2
1 1 1 1 1
1( 1) 1
1 2 1 2 2( , ) ( 1) ( ) ( )
tN Nyy u y x t
x xC t t u u
δγ β
β β β ββ
+ +−+= − + + = − + 2 1 2
1 1
x y t
β , and from here 
1
2 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 21 2 1
2 21 2 1 11 1
(ln ln ln ) ln (ln ln ) ln
1 1( ) ( )
Nx y x y x y y x x y xt t tC C
t t x xy yβ β
++ − −∂ ∂
∂ ∂⋅ = − 2t . It results that 
1
1 2 1 2 1 2
1
11 1 1 1 1
1 2 2 1 2 1
0 0 0 0 0 1
N tN N N N N
C C C C C C
t t t t t tN t
I dt dt dt dt dt dt
+ −+ + + + +
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂+ −
= ∫ ∫ ⋅ = ∫ ∫ ⋅ + ∫ ∫ ⋅ =   
1
2 1 1 1 2 11 2
1 1
11
(ln ln ln ) ln
1 2 1t dt +
0 0
( )
N tN
x y x y x yt t
xy dβ
+ −++ −− ∫ ∫ 2 1 1 1 2 11 22 11 1
1 1
(ln ln ln ) ln
1 2
0 1
( )
N N
x y x y x yt t
xN t
1y dt dtβ
+ ++ −
+ −
∫ ∫   
1
1 2 1 21 2
2 11 1
1 1
(ln ln )
1 2
0 1
( )
N N Ny x x xt t
xN t
1y dt dtβ
+ + +−
+ −
− ∫ ∫ . 
If 1 2x x≠  and 1 2 1x x y≠  we obtain 
1 2 1 1 1 2 1 11 1
21 1 1 2 1 1
1 1
ln ln ln1 1
1 1 1 1 1
0 0
( ) ( ) ( )
N N N
y x y y x x y yt tN N
x x xI y dt dt y dtβ β β
+ +
+ += ∫ − ∫ + ∫ 1
1
0
t
+
−
2 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 11 1
2 2
1
1
1
0
t
+
1
21 2 1 1 21 1 1
1 1
ln ln ln1 1 1
1 1 1
0 0
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
N N N
x y y x x y y x y y x yt tN N N
x x x x xdt y dt dtβ β β
+ +
+ + +∫ − ∫ + ∫ . 
We notice that the above condition 1 2x x y≠  can be avoided by limit. If 1 2x x≠  
and 1 1 2x y x≠  we obtain 
2
1 2 1 1 2
2 21 11 1 2 1 1 1 2
ln ln2 2 1 2 2 1
1 1(ln ln ) (ln ln ln )
1 ( ( ) ) ( (y x y y xN N Nx xx x x y xI y yβ β
+ + +
− + −= − − + − 1 ) )y N + , and from 
here 
2
1 2 1 1 2 1
2 21 11 1 2 1 1 1 2
4 ln 4ln2 2 1 2 2 1
1 1(ln ln ) (ln ln ln )
( ( ) ) ( ( ) )y x y y x yN N N Nx xx x x y xy yβ βτ + + + +− + −= − − − 3− . (19) 
In the same way we obtain 
1 1
1 1 1 1
1 22
1 1
4 ln 4( 1) ln
3,
N NNy y N y y if x x andτ β β
+ ++= + − =  (19’) 
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( ) 2 21 1 11
1 2
1 1
4 1 ln44
NN N y yy if x y xτ β β β
++ += + − − =1 1 21,  (19”) 
If 1 1y =  and  we have 2 1y ≠
2
2 2 2 2 1 1 2 11 2 1 2
14 4 4
( 1)(ln ln )( 1) (ln ln ) ( 1) (ln ln )
( ) ( ) 3x Nx N x x xN x x N x xτ + + −+ − + −= − − 2 1x N + − , (19’’’) 
and in the case 1 1y ≠  and 2 1y =  we change the indexes in the above formula. 
Because 1ρ = − , in the case i jx x=  for any i j≠  we have (see [8]) 
1τ = − . (20) 
Now we check when the two „ ≤ “ from (3) become „ = “. For W we have from 
the recurrence formula (4’) 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2( , ) 1 ( , )C u u u u P N n N n= + − + > > . It results that 
1
1, 2,
1, 2,
1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
1
1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
( , ) 1 ( 1) ( 1)
( 1) ( 1) ( ) ( ) 1,
N
l ll
l
l l
l
yC u u u u u u
u u if h u h u N and
γ γ
β
δ δ
β
β β
β β
+= + − + + + −
+ + + < +
 (21) 
1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2( , ) 1 ( ) ( ) 1C u u u u if h u h u N= + − + ≥ + . (21’) 
It results that in the case 2j =  we have C W=  if 1 1 2 2( ) ( ) 1h u h u N+ ≥ + . 
Because the Boole inequality is proved by induction, if there exists  and  such that 
 we have 
1i 2i
1 1 2 2
( ) ( ) 1i i i ih u h u N+ < + 1 1( ,..., ) ( ,..., )j jC u u W u u> . 
If  for any  and  we obtain by using the proposition 
2 and the result for  that 
1 1 2 2
( ) ( ) 1i i i ih u h u N+ ≥ + 1i 2i
2j = 1 1( ,..., ) ( ,..., )j jC u u W u u= . 
In the case of the upper Fréchet bound min and 2j =  there exists for any  
and  in  the number 
1u
2u ( )1,0 2u ′  such that 2 2 1u u ′< <  and 1 1 2 2( ) ( ) 1h u h u N′+ ≥ + . It 
results that 
1 2 1 2 1 2 1( , ) ( , ) 1C u u C u u u u u
′ ′≤ = + − < , and analogously 1 2 2( , )C u u u< . 
Therefore  iff at least one of the arguments is or . In 
the case  we denote by 
1 2 1 2( , ) min( , )C u u u u= O l
2j >
1 1
min( ,..., )i ju u u= . If 1 (0,1)iu ∈  and there exists another 
 such that  we obtain 
2i
u
2
(0,1)iu ∈ 1 21 1( ,..., ) ( , ) min( ,..., )j i iC u u C u u u u j≤ < . 
In this way we have proved that 1 1( ,..., ) min( ,..., )j jC u u u u=  if there exists 
 or, in the contrary case, 0iu = 1iu =  for 1j −  indexes. 
 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
As we can notice, when we deduce the analytical form from the copula that 
connects i , we can see that we have to  consider two cases of the Gordon and Newell 
queueing network: the network with two nodes, and the network with at least three 
N
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nodes. This partition into cases can be explained by the fact that for the first case the 
copula is the lower Fréchet bound W , which is only a 2 copula− , not an  for 
. 
n copula−
3n ≥
For the queueing network with 2 nodes we have C W=  in the general case, not 
only for the Gordon and Newell queueing network. This can be explain by the fact that 
, hence the variables are strongly antithetic, as we know for C . 1 2N N N+ = W=
For the queueing network with at least 3 nodes we have not C  even if 
. This is because  and  can increase together by means of decreasing another 
. But for 
W=
2j = 1N 2N
iN 2j = ,  can tend to W  if the services in the other nodes tend to infinity 
(they are very fast reporting to those of the two nodes), because the  customers tend to 
stay in the two nodes. 
C
N
For 2 j k≤ <  we set  and we build a Jackson queueing network with 
the first  nodes (the last node of the Gordon and Newell queueing network can be 
considered as an outside network). The node 
N →∞
1k −
i k≠  has the same services and the 
transition probabilities, and the arrivals from outside the network exp( )ki kP μ⋅ . If  
from (1) is less than 
iΛ
iμ  the obtained Jackson queueing network is stable, and any copula 
from this paper involving  from the first j k< 1k −  nodes tends to the copula Prod  
tends to be independent). 
( iN
An open problem is to find an analytical form for the copula that connects  
for a more general queueing network then the Gordon and Newell queueing network if 
. We can start with the Buzen queueing network, where the service in the node  
depends on the number  of customers in that node: its distribution is 
iN
3k ≥ i
iN exp( ( ) )i i ia n μ⋅ , 
where 0iμ >  and  is a given function (see [2]). ia
As we can notice, for 2k =  and the corresponding limit case for , the 
copula  is Archimedean, and the same thing we can say about the corresponding 
limit case for C=Prod. Another open problem is to study if in the other cases the 
obtained copula  is Archimedean and, if not, to obtain another copula that is 
Archimedean (in the discrete case, we know that the copula is not unique). 
3k ≥
C W=
C
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